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Purpose of
Employee Handbooks
a/k/a Employee Manuals
An employee handbook, sometimes also known as an employee
manual or staff handbook, is a book given to employees by an
employer. Usually, the employee handbook contains information
about company policies and procedures.
The employee handbook can be used to bring together
employment and job-related information which employees need to
know, such as holiday arrangements, company rules and
disciplinary and grievance procedures. It can also provide useful
source of information to new staff as part of the induction process.

A written employee handbook
gives clear advice to employees
and creates a culture where issues
are dealt with fairly and
consistently.

Native Speaking
Translators
What’s meant by this phrase?
Professional translators typically work in a language pair (e.g.,
English-Spanish, et. al.). The translators are bilingual in both
languages of their language pair, although only one of the
languages would be their first language, considered their native
language.
English-to-Spanish translation of employee handbooks should be
performed by professional linguists who are native speaking in the
target language (the language translating into), in this case
Spanish.
Most professional translation
companies assign translators that
are native speaking in the target
language to employee handbook
translation projects. Still it’s
recommended to ask this question
and confirm the practice.

How Is Employee
Handbook Spanish Translation
Pricing Determined?
By word, by page, or what?
The most common model for pricing Spanish translation of
employee handbooks is a per word rate based on the source text
word count. Sometimes when source word counts are difficult to
determine (e.g., non-editable text) pricing is based on the resulting
target word count known at project conclusion.
Other less common pricing methods
• Per page basis
• Hourly basis
• Fixed price project basis
English text word counts are
usually less than the equivalent
word count in Spanish. Therefore
pricing based on the source
English word count will be cost
advantageous to clients.

What File Types Do
Employee Handbook Spanish
Translators Work With?
All standard file types are acceptable
although MS Word is preferred when available
Professional translators can work with a wide variety
of file formats that contain text for translation. The
ideal format is MS Word since the text is editable.
Existing formatting within MS Word documents can
be retained in the Spanish translation.

Another advantage in working with
MS Word files is that word counts
can be easily determined. Word
counts affect both pricing and
schedules.

Employee Handbook
Spanish Document Design
Formatting Services
InDesign & other design applications
Formatting
services in
InDesign and
other popular
document design
applications are
available for any
employee
handbook projects
requiring finished
print ready files.
InDesign formatting services are
separate from translation.
Translation does not typically occur
within a design application such as
InDesign.

What About
Google Translate
Is it good enough to use for Spanish
translation of our employee handbook?
No never. Employee handbooks have legal significance.
No form of machine translation should be used for high
quality Spanish translation of employee handbooks.

Google Translate is an online
tool that uses a form of machine
translation. It may have limited
utility in some instances, such
as to get a quick rough idea of a
translation. However, it’s not a
professional tool for producing
high quality translations. Also
we add it should never be used
as a method of evaluating the
work of professional human
translators.

How Long Will It Take
To Translate My
Employee Handbook
The schedule
Project durations scale with the word count. On an
average basis a professional translator will
competently translate 2000-3000 words per day.

When faster project turnarounds
are necessary projects can be
divided up among multiple
translators. When possible,
assigning only a single lead
translator is ideal for overall
translation continuity.

Translation Memory (TM) &
Employee Handbooks
What is it?

TM stands for ‘translation memory’. Employee
handbook Spanish translators use special software
that identifies repetition in text and helps translators
incorporate translation continuity throughout a project.
Use of TM can help lower project costs.

A TM can also greatly reduce
Spanish translation costs in
subsequent updates to the
employee handbook when some
but not all source English text is
changed.

Employee Handbook
Spanish Translation Clients’
2 Most Frequently Asked
Questions
1)
2)

How Much Does It Cost?
How Long Will It Take?

These are good and necessary
questions, although these
questions alone imply that
employee handbook Spanish
translation services are a
commodity, which they are not. A
few more questions follow on the
next page.

Good Questions for Your
Employee Handbook
Spanish Translation
Services Provider
1)
2)
3)

What is your quality control process (e.g. Is
proofreading by a second translator included)?
What are the language qualifications of
translators (e.g., native Spanish speakers,
experience level, et. al.)?
Will translators assigned to the project be
specialists in translating legal, business, and
employee handbooks texts?

These and other questions go a step
beyond ‘how much’ and ‘how soon.’
Savvy employee handbook translation
clients will ask these questions and
consider the answers.

Request Free
Employee Handbook
Spanish Translation Quote
We’ll Respond Within 20 Minutes
During Regular Business Hours
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